Leading at OLLI
Fall 2019
Wednesdays, 11:00 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.
Instructor, Rob Levrant

9/18/19  What is Leadership? Introduction to Leadership Styles
         OLLI, UNLV, and the Osher Network

9/25/19  OLLI, UNLV, and the Osher Network

10/2/19  Exemplary Leadership Model

10/9/19  Exemplary Leadership Activities

10/16/19 The Gift of Fear – Using Intuition as a Leader

10/23/19 Situational Leadership, and other models

10/30/19 Organizational Health Model: “The Advantage”

3/28/19  Five Dysfunctions of a Team: Conflict and Trust

11/6/19  Building a Cohesive Team

11/13/19 Facilitation Part 1

11/20/19 Leadership and Organizations – How it Fits Together

Each week will include discussions of famous leaders – real and fictional, leaders in your own lives, and your own leadership experiences. This class will be highly interactive with discussions and activities each week supplemented by videos and presentations
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